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“An opportunity to re-assert the centrality and   importance of 
teaching to universities”  - Chris Husbands, Chair of the TEF panel.

• Raises esteem for teaching and rewards excellence

• Reputation

• Recruitment – better informed student choice

• Undergraduate focussed (currently)

Why is TEF important?
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Key metrics 

NSS scores – teaching, assessment and feedback, academic support

Non- Continuation (HESA) data

Employability (DLHE) data

Split metrics 

year of study, level, age, disadvantaged, ethnicity,

disability, gender

Provider submission 

15 pages - emphasis on evidence not claims, impact and reach, university wide

Benchmarking - to allow fair comparison between

providers by taking account of factors which may affect the metrics that are 
outside of providers’ control

The 16/17 TEF process
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Of the 134 universities taking part:

43 were awarded gold

67 were awarded silver

24 were awarded bronze

Gold awards include: Coventry, Portsmouth, Buckingham and De 
Montfort,

Bronze awards include : LSE, Southampton, SOAS and BPP

TEF – analysis of the 2017 results
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`THE TEF would have comprehensively failed if it had simply 
replicated existing hierarchies`

Nick Hillman, HEPI

`TEF is refocusing the sector`s attention on teaching – putting in 
place incentives that will raise standards across the sector and 

giving teaching the same status as research`

Jo Johnson, Minister of State

Comment
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Subject TEF –guidance now published by the Department for 
Education – July, September and October 2017

Two year pilot

19/20 introduction of subject TEF based on three years of metrics

50 institutions are taking part in the pilot

Pilot covers all subject areas at once

Where are we going – pilot guidelines
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2 models proposed

Model A – a `by exception` model looking at subject areas which 
differ from the university rating – a lighter touch model

Model B – looking at all subject areas- fuller assessment 

Broad subject groups – Business and Law, Social Sciences 

Subject areas – Business and Management, Law, Economics

Pilot institutions for subject TEF
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Core metrics, split metrics and benchmarking remain the same
as in the previous TEF exercise and there is currently no attempt 

to measure learning gain.

TEF pilot metrics 
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Teaching intensity

Longitudinal Education Outcomes (LEO) data

Grade inflation data

............ and NSS data now weighted at 50%

New supplementary metrics
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All HE            BS sector           

Teaching                       85                   81               

Ass/Feedback                73                   72

Academic Support          80                  79

Non-Continuation         6.2%               7.3%

Employability                 91%                89%               

Current NSS data 2017 – comparisons
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“ The advent of the Teaching Excellence Framework poses interesting and difficult 
challenges for universities and for the range of professional services functions”

Nicola Barden - Wonkhe June 21 2017 – Could TEF initiate a golden age for student 
services?
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Professional Services and the TEF: how can we help?
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Outcomes focussed (satisfaction, retention, employment)

Not just about metrics: narratives matter too

Particular interest in experiences of specific student groups (split metrics)

About general experiences, not pockets of excellence

A reminder
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Business Schools typically account for a high proportion of student body within an 
HEI

Some questions to ponder:
How does your student profile compare to your HEI’s? 

How devolved/ centralised is your operating model institutionally and within your Business 
School? 

What does the NSS tell you about your students’ experiences and how consistent is that 
picture? 

How do your student services compare with those of other parts of the University?

Delivering services at scale
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Business (Schools) as usual

Shiny initiatives and the “so what?” question

Evaluation, evaluation, evaluation

Getting smarter with data

A student is a student?

Supporting good student outcomes
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Consistency… or one-size-fits-none?

Trailblazing… or making everyone else look bad?

Targeting… or marketing?

Share good practice – learn from others

Engage students - meaningfully

Understanding excellence
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“…the stronger submissions were those with a clear narrative story, those that 
responded to their metrics in a proactive manner, those that were able to make 

clear links between themes and criteria, and those evidencing embedded 
provision. Ultimately, the strongest submissions were those that articulated a clear 
institutional identity, that wound that identity throughout their narrative, and that 
provided a coherent and convincing story as to how this identity impacts on and is 

played out in the TEF criteria”. 

HEA Reflections on Evidencing teaching excellence, Nov 2017 

Telling a good story
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Shining a light on learning, teaching and student experience

Licence to be nosey

Driver to look beyond universities/ Business Schools “like us”

TEF as an opportunity?
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HEA – Evidencing Teaching Excellence

HEPI – Going for Gold

WonkHE – diverse commentaries

Plus all submissions available via HEFCE website

Some suggested reading


